UNIVERGE
Cloud Services
™

Unified Communications as a Service (nUCaaS)

NEC has
completely
changed the way
businesses
communicate.

With the nUCaaS offering from NEC’s
UNIVERGE Cloud Services, you will
be empowered with the solutions you
need to service your customers and
grow your business like never before.

But with technology advancing faster than ever before,
budgets and timeframes are getting squeezed in all
areas. And with an overwhelming sense of change on the
horizon, many businesses can’t afford to invest in high-level
communications platforms that simply can’t keep up.
The cloud has opened new opportunities to unify
communications networks with critical data needs by

At a Glance
• New portfolio of services to offer your customers
• Upfront commission plus recurring revenue
• Ease of entry into market with limited or no
upfront cost

• Easy-to-use web-portal for streamlined quoting and

providing Unified Communications as a Service (UCaaS). This
means dial tone, data, and a host of additional features and
applications can now be delivered directly to your customers,
and all managed from the cloud. Although relatively new,
there are a lot of options popping up quickly in the industry.
But not all products are alike. Many UCaaS providers have
cobbled together offerings based on a 3rd party platform or
strategic partnerships.

management

• Three pre-configured packages plus a wide-range of
options for your customers to choose from

• Contracts and billing simplified through NEC

Choosing the right UCaaS
partner is critical.

Financial Services

• Complements existing portfolio of NEC solutions

NEC Unified Communications
as a Service (nUCaaS)

The Business
Communications
Landscape is Changing

Introducing Unified Communications as a Service (nUCaaS)

Your customers are feeling pressure to adapt to a faster-

delivers a complete set of voice features and sophisticated

paced, mobile-focused world. With the changing demands

UCaaS applications that will provide your customers with the

on their workforce and budget, it’s a challenge for them

communications tools they need to remain competitive while

to stay competitive. They need to have the right tools and

improving their individual productivity, responsiveness and

resources to enable their workforce to do more with less.

accessibility – truly empowering their workforce.

Unified Communications (UC) has enabled businesses
around the globe to address parts of these challenges.

from NEC’s UNIVERGE Cloud Services - a feature-rich
UCaaS solution that you can now offer your customers. NEC

you to expand your offerings, increase revenue and take

What Your Customers Can
Expect

your business to the next level. NEC has taken great care to

NEC has completely changed the way your customers go

platform to suit their business from day one. They start, by

build a very dealer-friendly model. One that offers you upfront

about purchasing communications. Because the nUCaaS

choosing from one of three custom nUCaaS packages.

commissions plus recurring revenues, ease of entry into

model is a service, your customers can now purchase

All three provide the Basic package with over 300 phone

the cloud services market with limited or no upfront cost, a

communications as an Operating Expense (OPEX). They

features, but are increasingly flexible and feature-rich.

web-portal for streamlined quoting and management, easy

simply choose the solution(s) that are best for them, pay

If their business is like most in today’s economy, it’s either

financing and billing through NEC Financial services plus

one low, up-front cost and in a short amount of time, their

growing, or their business requirements are changing, faster

more.

business has fundamentally taken a leap forward for only

than ever before. UNIVERGE Cloud Services is flexible, and

a fraction of the upfront costs they would have incurred

can be customized to fit their exact needs. They decide what

in a traditional Capital Expense (CAPEX) model. Because

they need and when. Because services are delivered from the

payment is handled by NEC Financial Services, even their

cloud, they can quickly and easily scale their communications

billing is simplified. One low monthly payment provides them

up (or if need be, down) ensuring their organization has the

with all of their communications needs – it’s that easy.

tools necessary to stay competitive in the marketplace, but

With UNIVERGE Cloud Services nUCaaS, NEC is taking our
proven, enterprise-grade solutions to the cloud to enable

UNIVERGE Cloud Services nUCaaS is designed to be one of
the most hassle-free offerings available. There are plenty of
options that allow your customers to customize their nUCaaS

without straining their monthly budget.

Concerned about data security? NEC takes data security
very seriously. All UNIVERGE Cloud Services data is
instantly backed up and mirrored in multiple data centers
to ensure a disaster-proof backbone for your customer’s
business communications. Each data center not only meets
the highest requirements for physical security, but also is
monitored 24x7, offers the latest encryption and security
protocols available and undergoes constant scrutiny to
protect their network from unwanted guests.

UC Premium

Package Add-Ons

Includes UC Standard & Basic
UC Desktop

Video Calling

 IM/Chat
 Presence
 Call Control
 User Profiles
 Device Mgmt
 UC Mobile Client

 Softphone or
 Video Phone

Unified Messaging Mobility
 UC Basic Mobility

Device License

 Hard Phone or
 Softphone

•
•
•
•
•
•

Basic Voicemail (TUI Only)
UC Desktop / Mobile Client
UC Basic Mobility
UC Fax
Enhanced Audio Conferencing
Firebar Conferencing (Future)

choose from Powerful Disaster Recovery applications for their
communications and data, to optional methods for delivery

• Pooled per Month

Account Add-ons

including: public, hybrid or private cloud models. They can
even choose to have a 100% redundant, on-site backup of

•
•
•
•
•
•

UC Standard
Includes Basic
Unified Messaging
 Web-based & TUI control
 E-mail integration

their entire communications platform, ensuring not a moment

Device License

goes by in the unlikely event of an emergency.

 Hard Phone

75 Minutes LD
• Pooled per Month

Video Calling (Future)
Desktop Collaboration Moderator (Future)
Video Collaboration Moderator (Future)
Mass Notification (Future)
Additional End Point
UC Mobile Wi-Fi (Future)

150 Minutes of LD

Additionally, UNIVERGE Cloud Services provides Peaceof-Mind options for your customers. Your customers can

•
•
•
•
•
•

Basic
Standard with over 300
features including:
 911 Service
 Call Waiting
 Caller ID
 Call Transfer
 Call Forward
 Tech Support 24x7
 Call Accounting
 SIP Trunks

Queue Group
Call Recording
Auto Attendant
Trunk Licenses
Analog Station Licenses
E911 Emergency Response Location (ERL)

Carrier Service Add-Ons
•
•
•
•

MPLS
Packaged Long Distance
New DID Numbers
New Toll Free Numbers

•
•
•
•

Ported DID Numbers
Ported Toll Free Numbers
Directory Listing
411 Information

NEC’s UNIVERGE Cloud
Services nUCaaS Offers
Your Customers:
• One of the richest UCaaS feature sets on the market
• Optional private, hybrid or public cloud deployment
models with low upfront costs
• Allows you to leverage OPEX budget model options
• Ability to use MPLS or your own circuits/bandwidth with
optionally available pooled Long Distance packages
• Powerful, cloud-based enterprise applications delivered
directly to each user
• Anywhere / anytime access which allows their workforce
to stay flexible and mobile
• True collaboration among co-workers and customers

• The perfect solution for businesses with remote users,
multiple locations and/or geographic regions
• 911 capabilities for quick response to emergencies
• Easy installation, setup and support which allows their IT
staff to focus on other priorities
• The ability to scale quickly and the flexibility to grow
alongside their ever-changing business
• Instant upgrades and access to new applications and
services
• Enterprise-level support and system monitoring 24 hours a
day, 7 days a week
• The latest encryption and security protocols available
• Service backed with Service Level Agreements (SLA)
• Enterprise-level features and apps built by the leader in
global enterprise communications

Choose, Sell, Grow
By choosing NEC, you are partnering with a company that
is invested in the success and growth of your business.
Channel partners play a critical role in NEC’s strategy and
our programs reward partners who demonstrate outstanding
performance in the market place.
With the addition of NEC’s UNIVERGE Cloud Services
nUCaaS to your portfolio, you can expand your offerings,
increase revenue and service your customers like never
before. Over the next year and beyond, NEC will continue to
shape the industry and how UCaaS is delivered and used.
Take advantage of NEC’s UNIVERGE Cloud Services nUCaaS
offering by signing up today to become a UNIVERGE
Channel Partner.
Visit necam.com/sellcloud

which helps to reduce travel costs
• Overall lower costs for communications software and
hardware
• A choice of endpoints for a seamless experience between
devices
• Total call control and over 300 UC phone features available
through the UC desktop app

Corporate Headquarters
NEC Corporation of America
necam.com
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